Arriving and Departing

from

Rasananda Phangan Island

Rasananda is located on Koh Phangan, one of three islands in the Samui Archipelago, consisting of two other islands Koh Samui and

DESTINATION

KOH PHANGAN

Koh Tao. Guests of Rasananda are encouraged to fly into Koh Samui for transfer to Koh Phangan, however, there are other routes for
the more adventurous, yet we do not recommend them.

journey to paradise

TRANSPORTATION

Flights to Samui are available from Bangkok, Phuket, Krabi, Pattaya and Chiang Mai in Thailand as well as direct International flights from
Hong Kong, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.

Upon arrival at Samui airport you will proceed by tram
from the airplane to baggage claim. Upon retrieving your
bags, you should walk from baggage claim, toward the
exit and use the moving walkway to arrive at the pick-up
point.
Here you will be greeted by Rasananda staff holding a
signboard and your name. From this point you will be assisted with your luggage and helped into our Resort vehicle which will transfer you to your point of departure,
approximately a 10-minute journey.

ARRIVING

For Private Speedboat Crossing, a Guest Service Agent will also meet you at the
airport, offering another level comfort and accompany you as you are transfered
by private vehicle & pre-registered. The boat will be standing by and you will be
offered Canapes and Champagne or wine prior to sailing.

KOH SAMUI

For scheduled speedboat service, upon arriving at our point of embarkation, you
will be met by our Guest Service Staff and treated to a relaxing area, changing
room and bathroom facilities at the point of embarkation.
And for Public Ferry Crossing, our driver will take you to the ferry pier and ensure
you have a ticket and the accurate information on the process of boarding.

THE ULTIMATE

EXPERIENCE

Guests choosing private transfer will be met with by our Guest Service Staff, holding a Rasananda signboard with Guest Name and assisted to
an awaiting vehicle for private transfer, approximately 10 minutes, to the point of departure for sea crossing. The boat will depart promptly after
arrival and canapes, as well as a choice of either Champagne, Wine, Beer or Non-alcoholic beverage is available. The sea crossing will take approximately 40 minutes. Private transfers available from 6:00 - 18:00 daily, to or from Rasananda. Flights may be scheduled to depart 2-hours
from the time of departure from Rasananda for Domestic and 3-hours for International. We do not recommend transfer from 18.00-06.00

Private Transfer (Max 8 Persons) 20,000 THB Round Trip Per Boat

or

12,000 THB One Way Per Boat
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SCHEDULED
To Rasananda

From Rasananda

SPEEDBOAT

Departure from Koh Samui

Arrival at Rasananda

Departure from Rasananda

Arrival at Koh Samui

All segments of the transfer are subject to share with other
guests. Non-alcoholic beverages are available complimentary
upon boarding, however food and beverage prior to boat departure is available at a per item cost. Please allow a minimum
of 3-hours from the scheduled time of arrival for shared transfers
to the time of flight departure for Domestic Flights and 4-hours
for International flights.

Shared Speedboat Service 3,500 THB Round Trip Per Person or

FERRY

CROSSING

Should you desire a more bohemian experience, you may enjoy traveling by
public ferry. Based on schedule, you should choose either Seatran Discovery
or Lomprayah Catamaran. Seatran Discovery is approximately 10-minutes from
Samui International while Lomprayah Catamaran is approximately 30-minutes
away. Both ferries are large vessels holding in excess of 100 people and are very
popular with locals and backpackers and the adventurous alike. Sea crossing
can take anywhere from 20-minutes to 45-minutes and if weather is inclement,

2,250 THB One Way Per Person

there can be delays. Upon arriving at the port of Tong Sala in Koh Phangan you
will be met by a uniformed driver who will transfer you to Rasananda via shared
service vehicle and this segment of the journey will take approximately 40-minutes. For more information on the ferry service, you may visit www.seatrandiscovery.com or www.lomprayah.com. Do note that at the time of printing both
ferry piers in Koh Samui lack comfortable waiting areas, however, they do have
some seating and limited options for food and/or beverage nearby.

Public Ferry Crossing 2,500 THB Round Trip Per Person or 1,500 THB One Way Per Person
*Guests traveling with Lomprayah should add a 200 THB supplement per person, per way, due to location.

OTHER

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION

NOTICE: Due to the nature of travel by speedboat and the remote location of Rasananda tied with the regulations in the province for piers, guests may or
may not have to get slightly wet when getting on or off of the boat. Due to a variety of issues related to sea travel such as sea conditions, safety, mechanical
issues, load factor and other, Rasananda reserves the right to alter the schedule and means of crossing should safety, timing or other become an issue. In this
case, other points of arrival and departure, vessels for crossing and ground transportation arrangements may be altered to meet the needs of the guest. In
this instance, there shall be no refund nor additional charge for transfer.
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TRANSPORTATION

